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Dragon ear cuff sterling silver



Hey, all you masters! Today I wanted to show you how to make it a really simple but intricate look of the ear cuff. As I said before it's super easy. I'll show you how to make a cartilage cuff and a cuff with an inner wob. Both are excellent accessories for any outfit!-wire (any caliber works for this, although I recommend not
too thick)-wire clippers-round nasal pliers-beads (optional)-something round (I'm using a handle)First I'll show you how to make a more prominent cuff. This cuff goes on the outside of the ear just as cartilage peircing would. First, cut off the cuff 5-piece of wire. Use round nasal pliers to roll the ends on it yourself to create
a spiral. Pick up about an inch and bend the wire back repeat it 3 times. You have to get what looks like m or w shapes. Before closing the other end, you can add some colorful beads if you like. Finally, close the other end with a spiral technique like you did before. Now to create a rounded shape to fit your ear. Fold the
cuff around the handle or something round that resembles the size of your ear. And Tadaaa!!! Your own ear cuff that you did yourself! Now I'll show you how to make this delicate inner ear cuff. This cuff is slightly less visible and slightly easier to make than the cartilage cuff. Start by cutting 3.5 in a piece if the wire. Create
a spiral at one end, as you did earlier in the tutorial cartilage cuffs. Next, bend the wire into half the shape of the heart and fold the wire at the point of the heart. O go down the wire about an inch and a half and fold the wire back. Recreate half the shape of the heart and make a spiral at the end. Unpin any access wire.
Press the end of the heart shape and bend back the end. And Tadaaa! You made your inner ear cuff! Thank you guys looking at this tutorial. If you have any questions, please ask in the comments below and be sure to like and vote! If you gave it a try, please show me! I love seeing your vacation! If you have suggestions
for what you want to see next, please let me know! Hey, it's all momo, and today I'll show you how to make a nervy mythical dragon wing that clamps on the ear ;) I hope you're all so much fun doing it and have fun wearing it1-pliers2- round nasal pliers3- wire cutters 4- jewelry wire (22-24 caliber)First you need to make a
small loop that will line the inside of your ear. This line is shown in the image when you want to start the source. To go this, you need to make a loop, as above with pliers. Then make a little hump of fingersfor the wings to collide, just take your fingers and bend it into a small bump. For the piece to be seemingly complete,
you need to make a bump over the whole head. To make it more should look in the mirror and attach it to the ear. Make it your size. Now do the twisted part. Starting from where you rotate the dense spiral part to the round part on the inside of your ear to the part you just did. Now from where you stayed, you need to
completely wrap the wire in a spiral together. This reinforces it and makes it stronger and stronger. Make separate branches. To do this, wrap once, then make a branch. Wrap it back on the opposite side and cut it off. Repeat this process over and over until you have all 4 branches when you make the last branch, do not
cut it, but wrap it again on the underside. Then do the part (see my elf ear cuff tutorial for detail) that connects to the back of the ear. Then wrap it in a spiral so that it is also strengthened. Thank you all for checking this out! Like it and if you haven't signed up for a family farm and give the cow this wings. Love y'all •_£
Oxidized silver is silver that has been exposed to oxygen in a amplated environment for long periods of time. It differs from traditional silver in that it is darker in color and has very little shine. Pure silver, as a rule, must be polished and cleaned on a regular basis, so that it is not overshadowed. It should not be located in
areas where it will be exposed to large amounts of oxygen and should take care of special containers for storing silver. Oxidized silver will not suffer from overshadowing, and overshadowing will allow silver to take on more oxidized work. Ocidated silver is not required to polish or clean and can usually be left in any type
of environment. Pure silver is only in the ground and is not combined with other elements to make pieces of jewelry or home décor items. It is the most reactive silver and will be eclipsed faster. Silver of the 90s is the most popular and common type of silver found in jewelry and home décor. It is combined with other
metals to prevent it from being obscured. Silver of the 90s is much heavier than pure silver and is able to embark on daily use. Design Initiative/CC-BY 2.0 Italy designates the country of origin, with 925 pointing silver at 92.5 percent purity, which is a silver 92.5 percent. A purity of 92.5 percent means the piece consists of
92.5 percent silver in mass and 7.5 percent of the other metal by weight. Because pure silver is too soft at room temperature to be lied for in rings, bracelets, trinkets and other decorations, 7.5 percent of the other metal is required to solidify and strengthen it. The most common metal used to form a silver alloy is copper.
Pure silver is also overshadowed very quickly, and the addition helps slow down the process. Silver 95 - the purest form of silver, which eventually retains its beauty without overshadowing. One of the easiest ways to check for sterling silver is to look for an authentication stamp. The brand is probably STER, STERLING,
92.5, STERLING 925, S/S or 925/1000. There are cases when fraudulent. This method can be used when buying in a reliable store. Another way metal scraps soft cloth over the surface. A real alloy leaves black marks from obscuring. Sterling's new jewellery has a coat to protect against this. This method is best for old
decorations. The next way to test silver jewelry is to use a magnet. Authentic silver jewelry is not magnetic. Skip navigation! Skip navigation! Navigation!
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